
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS  
I hope you find the answer to your question here! If not, please email me at 
vivien@vivienmauleart.com or message me under the CONTACT page. 

 

Paintings 

What medium are your original paintings? 
I work mainly in water based mediums; acrylic paint, inks and pencils. Further details will 

usually be listed alongside each piece. 
 

Are your paintings framed? 
It varies. Some work on canvas is sold unframed; many people prefer this more modern look 

and it means it can be shipped without costing you more. If you like the look of a frame you 
can choose one when you have the painting with you – it’s easier to decide that way! A 

slimline box frame looks great on a canvas. 

Paintings on cradled wood usually have a simple handprainted wooden frame. Details will be 
with each work. Please contact me if you would like bespoke advice or have any further 

questions – framing can be an art in itself! 

I don't Ship glass because I cannot ensure it will arrive safely, so Artworks benefitting such 
framing will be shipped unframed, for you to arrange framing local to yourself. (this is made 

clear in the online 'Details' for each Artwork.). You are then able to choose a suitable frame 
for your exact hanging location, which can make all the different to the way a painting looks 

in your own home. You can also order E-frames online 

Will my painting be ready to hang? 
All framed paintings will come with picture wire already fixed and ready to hang. You just 

need to decide where! 
 

Purchasing with a deposit 
At present I don't provide this option. When the value of my work increases, I am happy to 

consider this. 
 

Can I purchase your work with a different payment plan? 
Yes, that can be arranged. For any work over £400 you can pay in instalments. Please send 

me a message and we can work out an arrangement that suits you. As soon as the final 



payment is made, your work will be shipped to you. This is a way you can be sure an artwork 
is reserved for you. 

 
My favourite painting has sold – how can I be sure to know about new work? 

Make sure you join my mailing list (on any page of my website) to find out about new work 
before it is added to the Shop. But, as I try not to bombard you with emails, you can also 

follow studio progress on Instagram or Facebook to see work coming up. 
 

How will my painting be wrapped? 
It depends on size, but paintings will be carefully packed using corner protection, bubble 

wrap and cardboard. Each one is unique so I take care that is well protected to arrive in 
perfect condition. For further details about delivery please see the Shipping details. 

 
 
 


